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Everything seems to be going perfectly for 
Madeleine - she's a successful publicist in a book 
publishing house and has met the love of her life, 
children's author Henry Darrow.

Now they are set to marry and live happily ever after 
when their best man arrives in town - handsome, 
charming and ever attentive, Aiden is a welcome 
visitor. But his presence soon causes ripples in the 
happy couple's world, as he brings secrets with 
him - and starts to unravel some of Madeleine's. 

As the big day draws closer, Madeleine starts to 
question her commitment to Henry: Is he really the 
one she wants to spend the rest of her life with?

Best Man, The
Blacklock, Dianne

Macmillan Australia  •  TPB  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$37.999781742611945

Dawn breaks in a forest in northern Sweden. 
Villagers gather to dispatch a rampaging bear. 
When the beast is brought to ground they are 
horrified to find the remains of a human hand inside 
its stomach. In nearby Kiruna a woman is found 
murdered in her bed, her body a patchwork of 
vicious wounds, the word WHORE scrawled across 
the wall. Her grandson Marcus, already an orphan, 
is nowhere to be seen. Grasping for clues, Rebecka 
Martinsson begins to delve into the victim's tragic 
family history. But with doubts over her mental 
health still lingering, she is ousted from the case by 
an arrogant and ambitious young prosecutor. Before 
long a chance lead draws Martinsson back into the 
thick of the action.

Second Deadly Sin, The
Larsson, Asa

MacLehose Press  •  TPB  •  Crime & Mystery

$37.999780857051738

Former U.S. Marshal Simon Fisk won't touch 
stranger abduction cases. He's still scarred by the 
unsolved disappearance of his own six-year-old 
daughter. Another six-year-old, Lindsay Sorkin, 
changes things, disappearing from her parents' 
hotel room in Paris. The French police deliver 
Simon an ultimatum: he can spend years in a 
French jail for past misdemeanors, or he can take 
the case and recover the missing girl. Simon sets 
out in pursuit of Lindsay and the truth behind her 
disappearance. But Lindsay's captors have not left 
an easy trail, and following it will take Simon across 
the continent, through the ritziest nightclubs and the 
seediest back alleys, into a terrifying world of 
international intrigue and dark corners of his past 
he'd rather leave well alone.

Good as Gone
Corleone, Douglas

Macmillan Australia  •  TPB  •  Thriller & Suspense

$37.999781742613222

1945. The vote in the House of Lords as to who 
should inherit the Barrington family fortune has 
ended in a tie. The Lord Chancellor's deciding vote 
will cast a long shadow on the lives of Harry Clifton 
and Giles Barrington. 

Harry returns to America to promote his latest novel, 
while his beloved Emma goes in search of the little 
girl who was found abandoned in her father's office 
on the night he was killed. When the General 
Election is called, Giles Barrington has to defend his 
seat in the House of Commons and is horrified to 
discover who the Conservatives select to stand 
against him. But it is Sebastian Clifton, Harry and 
Emma's son, who ultimately influences his uncle's 
fate.

Best Kept Secret: Clifton Chronicles 3
Archer, Jeffrey

Macmillan  •  TPB  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$37.999780230770867

A dazzling urban satire of modern relationships? 

An ironic, tragic insight into the demise of the 
nuclear family? 

Or the confused ramblings of a pissed thirty-
something? 

Two diaries, two enduring bestsellers, one 
unforgettable character. 

This is Bridget Jones: The Singleton Years. 

V.g.

Bridget Jones Omnibus, The
Fielding, Helen

Picador  •  P/B (B)  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$29.999781447243021

Carthage, 146 BC. This is the story of Fabius 
Petronius Secundus - Roman legionary and 
centurion - and his rise to power: from his first battle 
against the Macedonians, that seals the fate of 
Alexander the Great's Empire, to total war in North 
Africa and the Seige of Carthage. Fabius' success 
brings him admiration and respect, but also attracts 
greed and jealousy - the closest allies can become 
the bitterest of enemies. And then there is Julia, of 
the Caesar family - a dark horse in love with both 
Fabius and his rival Paullus - who causes a vicious 
feud. Ultimately for Fabius, it will come down to one 
question: how much is he prepared to sacrifice for 
his vision of Rome?

Total War Rome: Destroy Carthage
Gibbins, David

Macmillan  •  TPB  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$37.999780230770966



Shogun Yoritomo has been assassinated by the 
Stormdancer Yukiko, and the threat of civil war 
looms over the Shima Imperium. The Lotus Guild 
conspires to renew the nation's broken dynasty by 
endorsing a new Shogun who desires nothing more 
than to see Yukiko dead. Yukiko and the mighty 
thunder tiger Buruu have been cast in the role of 
heroes by the Kage rebellion. But Yukiko herself is 
blinded by rage over her father's death, and her 
ability to hear the thoughts of beasts. Along with 
Buruu, Yukiko's anchor is Kin, the rebel Guildsman 
who helped her escape from Yoritomo's clutches. 
Across raging oceans, Yukiko and Buruu will face 
foes no katana or talon can defeat. The ghosts of a 
blood-stained past.

Kinslayer
Kristoff, Jay

Tor UK  •  TPB  •  Fantasy

$37.999780230768963

Debra Adelaide's new collection of short stories 
intricately maps both the sublime and the mundane 
landscape of ordinary lives. In 'Glory in the Flower', 
distinguished but disillusioned British poet, Bill, 
crosses the world on the promise of a prestigious 
literary festival only to find himself roughing it with 
an unlikely group of amateur poets, with surprising 
results. One man's attempt to negotiate the 
Australian taxation system reads like a noir thriller in 
'The Pirate Map', and the minefield of internet dating 
in 'Chance' artfully balances the absurd and dark 
side of the human psyche. And the final eclipsing 
story, 'Letter to George Clooney', opens a door into 
a world of terror and deprivation: searing in its 
devastating restraint, it demonstrates why Adelaide 
is one of the finest Australian writers of her 
generation.

Letter to George Clooney
Adelaide, Debra

Picador Australia  •  TPB  •  Short Stories

$32.999781742613093

Natalie is a young Gold Coast mother with a loving 
husband, two small children and a happy lifestyle. 
While helping her mother move house, she finds a 
little box containing a Burmese artefact. When 
Natalie learns its unique history through a letter left 
by her great-great uncle, it ignites an interest in its 
country of origin and her uncle's unfulfilled plans for 
this curio.

Her investigations collide with her own dramatically 
changing circumstances and create a catalyst for a 
moral dilemma that challenges the core of her 
marriage as she finds herself immersed in two very 
different golden lands.

Golden Land, The
Morrissey, Di

Pan Australia  •  P/B (B)  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$27.999781742612348

When Maeve, fourth daughter of Lord Sean of 
Sevenwaters, is asked to accompany a skittish 
horse back to her father's keep, she agrees - 
reluctantly.

For it has been many years since she left the place 
where her hands were crippled by a fire - years in 
which she has nurtured her special talent with 
animals.

Sevenwaters is also much changed. It is now 
enslaved by the fey prince Mac Dara, a force of 
malignant magic who is responsible for a party of 
travellers disappearing. When Maeve discovers the 
body of one of the missing men, she and her brother 
Finbar are lured to the Otherworld on a journey that 
may save Sevenwaters... or lead to catastrophe.

Flame of Sevenwaters: The Sevenwaters Series 6
Marillier, Juliet

Pan Australia  •  P/B (B)  •  Fantasy

$24.999781742612218

Confronting, graphic and erotic, 'Cry of the Curlew' 
is a riveting novel of Australia's brutal past from 
master storyteller Peter Watt. It is the tale of two 
families, the Macintoshes and the Duffys, who are 
locked in a deadly battle from the moment squatter 
Donald Macintosh commits an act of barbarity on 
his Queensland property. Their paths cross in love, 
death and revenge as both families fight to tame the 
wild frontier of Australia's north country.

'Cry of the Curlew' is the first bestselling novel in the 
compelling "Duffy and Macintosh" series depicting 
our turbulent history as never before.

Cry of the Curlew
Watt, Peter

Pan Australia  •  P/B (B)  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$24.999781742613451

On a Yankee clipper bound for Sydney Harbour the 
mysterious Michael O'Flynn is watched closely by a 
man working undercover for Her Majesty's 
government. O'Flynn has a dangerous mission to 
undertake… and old scores to settle. Twelve years 
have passed since the murderous event which 
inextricably linked the destinies of two families, the 
Macintoshes and the Duffys. The curse which 
lingers after the violent 1862 dispersal of the 
Nerambura tribe has created passions which divide 
them in hate and join them in forbidden love.

'Shadow of the Osprey' is a riveting tale which 
reaches from the boardrooms and backstreets of 
Sydney to beyond the rugged Queensland frontier 
and the dangerous waters of the Coral Sea.

Shadow of the Osprey
Watt, Peter

Pan Australia  •  P/B (B)  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$24.999781742613475

No-one is left untouched by the dreadful curse 
which haunts two families, inextricably linking them 
together in love, death and revenge.

Captain Patrick Duffy is a man divided between the 
family of his father, Irish Catholic soldier of fortune 
Michael Duffy and his adoring, scheming maternal 
grandmother, Enid Macintosh. Visiting the village of 
his Irish ancestors on a quest to uncover the secrets 
surrounding his birth, he is beguiled by the beautiful, 
mysterious Catherine Fitzgerald.

On the Queensland frontier Native Mounted Police 
trooper Peter Duffy is torn between his duty, the 
blood of his mother's people - the Nerambura tribe - 
and a predestined deadly duel with Gordon James, 
the love of his sister Sarah.

Flight of the Eagle
Watt, Peter

Pan Australia  •  P/B (B)  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$24.999781742613468

The classic, magnificent bestselling novel about 
Richard III, now in a special thirtieth anniversary 
edition 

Richard, last-born son of the Duke of York, was 
seven months short of his nineteenth birthday when 
he bloodied himself at the battles of Barnet and 
Tewkesbury, earning his legendary reputation as a 
battle commander and ending the Lancastrian line 
of succession. 

But Richard was far more than a warrior schooled in 
combat. He was also a devoted brother, an ardent 
suitor, a patron of the arts, an indulgent father, a 
generous friend. Above all, he was a man of fierce 
loyalties, great courage and firm principles, who was 
ill at ease among the intrigues of Edward's court.

Sunne in Splendour, The
Penman, Sharon

Macmillan  •  TPB  •  Historical Fiction

$37.999781447247838



In a tiny flat in West London, sixteen-year-old 
Marina lives with her emotionally delicate mother, 
Laura, and three ancient Hungarian relatives. 
Imprisoned by her family's crushing expectations 
and their fierce unEnglish pride, by their strange 
traditions and stranger foods, she knows she must 
escape. But the place she runs to makes her feel 
even more of an outsider. At Combe Abbey, a 
traditional English public school for which her family 
have sacrificed everything, she realises she has 
made a terrible mistake.

Almost English
Mendelson, Charlotte

Mantle  •  TPB  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$37.999781447229933

February 1941, wartime Berlin. Brilliant, idealistic 
young detective Georg Heuser joins the Murder 
Squad in the midst of the biggest manhunt the city 
has ever seen. July 1959, peacetime West 
Germany: a pioneering young lawyer is the sole 
woman in a federal unit investigating men who have 
committed crimes of unimaginable magnitude and 
horror. Their leader has just been arrested. His 
name is Georg Heuser. But one question haunts the 
lawyer: how could a once decent man have become 
a sadistic monster?

Ostland
Thomas, David

Quercus  •  TPB  •  Crime & Mystery

$37.999781780877372

1952. Twelve years have passed since Churchill 
lost to the appeasers and Britain surrendered to 
Nazi Germany after Dunkirk. As the long German 
war against Russia rages on in the east, the British 
people find themselves under dark authoritarian 
rule: the press, radio and television are controlled; 
the streets patrolled by violent auxiliary police and 
British Jews face ever greater constraints.

Dominion
Sansom, C. J.

Pan  •  P/B (B)  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$24.999780330511032

This is a life-or-death mission for ONI's black-ops 
team, Kilo-Five, which is tasked with preventing the 
rutheless Elites, once the military leaders of the 
Covenant, from regrouping and threatening 
humankind again. What began as a routine dirty-
tricks operation - keeping the Elites busy with their 
own insurrection - turns into a desperate bid to 
extract one member of Kilo-Five from the seething 
heart of an alien civil war. But troubles never come 
singly for Kilo-Five.

Halo: Thursday War, The
Traviss, Karen

Tor UK  •  P/B (B)  •  Science Fiction

$24.999781447220930

Marta and Hector have been married for a long 
time - so long that she finds it difficult to remember 
her life before him. He has always taken care of her, 
and she has always done everything she can to be 
a good wife. But when Hector comes home with a 
secret, their ordered domestic life begins to unravel. 
In the shadows there is a blonde girl that only Marta 
can see. And she is trying to tell her something…

How to Be a Good Wife
Chapman, Emma

Picador  •  P/B (B)  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$27.999781447216193

"Beth and me wedged tight, jeaned legs pressed 
against each other. The sound of our own breathing. 
Before we all stopped believing a tornado, or 
anything, could touch us, ever." 

Addy Hanlon and Beth Cassidy are tough, 
inseparable, invincible. No pair more charismatic or 
sophisticated. No pair more dangerous.

Dare Me
Abbott, Megan

Picador  •  P/B (B)  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$24.999780330518345

Defense lawyer Jason Kolarich has a new client. 
James Drinker walks into his office, terrified he's 
being framed: two women have recently been 
murdered, seemingly by the same killer. One 
woman was his ex-girlfriend and the other, a friend. 
He has no alibi for the night of either murder. 
Something about Drinker seems off from the start, 
but Kolarich doesn't give it too much thought. Until 
another murder occurs. And then another.

Last Alibi, The
Ellis, David

Quercus  •  TPB  •  Thriller & Suspense

$37.999781780877921

Relentlessly advancing towards Collegium, the 
Empire is again seeking to break down its walls. 
The mighty imperial armies have learnt from their 
failures, and Empress Seda will brook no weakness 
in her soldiers. However, Stenwold Maker has 
earned his title, and the War Master has strategies 
to save his city. His aviators rule the skies - but the 
Wasp Kinden Empire has developed a terrifying 
new aerial weapon.
*Available August

War Master's Gate
Tchaikovsky, Adrian

Tor UK  •  TPB  •  Science Fiction

$37.999780230757011



When the fog comes down and the drums start to 
beat, the inhabitants of the island tremble: for the 
punishment satellites - which keep the tyrannical 
Wastelords at bay - are blind in the darkness, and 
the islanders become prey. The inhabitants are the 
old, the sick, the poor: the detritus of Society, 
dumped on the island with the rest of Society's 
waste. There is no point trying to escape, for the 
satellites - the invisible eyes of the law - mete out 
instant judgement from the sky.

Detainee, The
Liney, Peter

Jo Fletcher Books  •  TPB  •  Science Fiction

$37.999781782060338

One step can change everything

Cass Brooks loves her job, her boyfriend Sean, her 
life. Until, leaving home one morning, distracted and 
hungover, she steps into the path of a truck. When 
she wakes up, she can't walk. And suddenly all her 
hopes and dreams, the plans she'd made with 
Sean, the future she thought she'd have, seem out 
of her reach.

By My Side
Peterson, Alice

Quercus  •  P/B (B)  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$27.999781782061816

When promising psychiatrist, James Richardson, is 
offered the job opportunity of a lifetime, he is thrilled. 
Setting off to take up his post at Wyldehope Hall in 
deepest Suffolk, Richardson doesn't look back. One 
of his tasks is to manage a controversial project - a 
pioneering therapy in which extremely disturbed 
patients are kept asleep for months. As Richardson 
settles into his new life, he begins to sense 
something uncanny about the sleeping patients - six 
women, forsaken by society.

Sleep Room, The
Tallis, F. R.

Pan  •  P/B (B)  •  Horror & Ghost Stories

$27.999781447204992

Ruth Galloway, forensic archaeologist, spends her 
life looking at death. But now death has found her, 
with the news that her long-time friend Dan Golding 
has been killed. Ruth's grief soon turns to suspicion 
when she receives a desperate letter from Dan, 
sent the day before he died. He had made a ground-
breaking discovery - and was petrified of the 
consequences. Ruth is compelled to travel north to 
investigate further, alongside DCI Harry Nelson who 
is also drawn into the case.

Dying Fall
Griffiths, Elly

Quercus  •  P/B (B)  •  Crime & Mystery

$27.999780857388896

Romy and Thea, two beautiful baby girls, their 
futures sealed with the flip of a coin. One will enter a 
life of privilege, surrounded by only the best money 
can buy. The other will fight for survival in an 
orphanage, against an evil regime who seek only to 
exploit her. Throughout the years their paths will 
cross, neither knowing who the other one is, their 
lives overflowing with secrets, blackmail and murder.

Twist of Fate, A
Rees, Joanna

Pan  •  P/B (B)  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$24.999780230758278

1) My name is Karen Carpenter. 
2) Just before Christmas my boyfriend left me. 

I'm not THE Karen Carpenter. I just have the most 
embarrassing name in Christendom. Particularly as 
I'm no skinny minny and don't play the drums. I can't 
even sing. I'm tone deaf. I work in a school in the 
East End. (Where I came third in a 'Teacher we'd 
most like to sleep with' competition amongst the 
Year 11 boys)

Confusion of Karen Carpenter, The
Harvey, Jonathan

Pan  •  P/B (B)  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$24.999780330544399

Jo has always dreamed of starting her own 
business, but the arrival of her two gorgeous 
toddlers has put her ambition on the backburner. 
Then she hits on a brilliant idea - a kids' clothing 
shop with a twist - and is thrilled when it really takes 
off. When husband Lee offers to quit his job to look 
after the family while her business grows, it seems a 
godsend - but will their marriage stand the test of 
reversing their roles?

Wonder Women
Fiore, Rosie

Quercus  •  P/B (B)  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$27.999780857389602

'The Flight of the Swans' is a rich and fascinating 
family saga set in British India and Malaya. Cursed, 
and with blood on his hands, Captain Ramdas Rao 
Bhonslé is forced to flee Killa Fort, which has fallen 
to the British. A strange flight of swans signals his 
flight from Killa; a flight that will drive Ramdas and 
his family into further adversity. At once magical, 
poignant and exotic, Devika Bai's debut novel 
mesmerises as it unravels the love, loyalty and 
courage of the Bhonsles.

Flight of the Swans, The
Bai, D. Devika

Monsoon  •  P/B (B)  •  Historical Fiction

$29.999789814423113



'Rogue Raider' is the adventure story of how one 
ship, the Emden, ties up the navies of four nations 
only to be sunk at The Battle of Cocos by the Royal 
Australian Navy light cruiser HMAS Sydney, and 
how one man eludes Allied Forces in a desperate 
chase across Asia to America as he attempts to 
regain his native land. It is fictionalised history but a 
true history that was deliberately suppressed by the 
British authorities of the time as too embarrassing 
and dangerous to be known.

Rogue Raider
Barley, Nigel

Monsoon  •  P/B (B)  •  Historical Fiction

$29.999789814423137

Soho is London's red light district, where any desire 
can be satisfied in the blink of an eye. But behind it 
all there is a permanent community of residents 
whose own sins are concealed by the partying and 
excess. Zoe, an aspiring model looking for her big 
break, will discover the sinister world behind the 
bright lights; artist Seb is hoping he can forget the 
past by drinking himself into oblivion, while his 
friend Ade is about to take extreme measures to 
save his livelihood and relationship.

Soho 4 A. M.
Casey, Nuala

Quercus  •  P/B (B)  •  Thriller & Suspense

$27.999781782063483

From Victor Frankenstein to Lex Luthor, from Dr. 
Moreau to Dr. Doom, readers have long been 
fascinated by insane plans for world domination and 
the madmen who devise them. Typically, we see 
these villains through the eyes of good guys. This 
anthology, however, explores the world of mad 
scientists and evil geniuses - from their own 
wonderfully twisted point of view. An all-star roster 
of bestselling authors - including Diana Gabaldon, 
Daniel Wilson, Austin Grossman, Naomi Novik, and 
Seanan McGuire.

Mad Scientist's Guide to World Domination, The
Adams, John Joseph (ed)

Tor Books  •  TPB  •  Short Stories

$24.999780765326454

Former cop, PI Lee Arnold and his Muslim 
assistant, Mumtaz Hakim, run a detective agency in 
a community fraught with conflict and tension. It is 
London 2012 and Stratford in the East End is at the 
centre of the world. But next to the Olympic Park are 
some of the poorest and most crime-ridden streets 
in the city. Approached by a terrified woman, Arnold 
and Hakim start to investigate her fears that 
someone is following her. But what they discover 
turns the enquiry towards an even more sinister 
direction.

Private Business, A
Nadel, Barbara

Quercus  •  P/B (B)  •  Crime & Mystery

$27.999780857387769

Eight-thousand years ago the Deluge destroyed the 
empire of the Lilithi, setting the race of super-
warriors known as the Grigori loose in the outside 
world. They have lain hidden until now when - 
thanks to the creation of the dystopian virtual reality 
that is the Demi-Monde - they at last stand ready to 
achieve mastery of the Real World - and to cull 
HumanKind in the Final Solution. Three girls stand 
between them and victory.

Demi-Monde, The: Summer
Rees, Rod

Jo Fletcher Books  •  P/B (B)  •  Science Fiction

$27.999781849165075

When an aristocratic old lady is brutally murdered in 
her country home the night before 9/11, it takes all 
the resources of the FBI and Interpol to work out the 
connection between her and the possible motive for 
her death - a priceless Van Gogh painting. It's a 
young woman in the North Tower when the first 
plane crashed into the building who has the courage 
and determination to take on both sides of the law 
and avenge the old lady's death.

False Impression
Archer, Jeffrey

Pan  •  P/B (B)  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$24.999781447218159

When Max Morden returns to the seaside village 
where he once spent a childhood holiday, he is both 
escaping from a recent loss and confronting a 
distant trauma. Mr and Mrs Grace and their twin 
children Myles and Chloe appeared that long-ago 
summer as if from another world. Max grew to know 
them intricately, even intimately, and what ensued 
would haunt him for the rest of his years, shaping 
everything that was to follow.

Sea, The
Banville, John

Picador  •  P/B (B)  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$27.999781447249498

Behind a crumbling facade of seeming normality, 
secrets begin to stir within the Lux family home. 
Jean Lux, constrained academic wife and guilty 
mother, is waiting for excitement - and it will come 
from an unexpected source. Meanwhile Eve, her 
intelligent elder daughter, luxuriates in wounded 
jealousy, until her loathing for her only sister verges 
on the murderous. Into this climate of static 
repression and bitterness enters Raymond Snow, 
the deadly rival of Jean's husband, who begins to 
show interest in the vulnerable Eve.

Daughters of Jerusalem, The
Mendelson, Charlotte

Picador  •  P/B (B)  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$24.999780330452762



Anna Raine is desperate to escape Somerset, to 
evade her mother, and above all, to find a model of 
adulthood on whom to base her future self. When 
Stella, her mother's thrillingly reckless and beautiful 
younger sister, offers her Bloomsbury flat, Anna 
feels sure that an idiosyncratic but stylish wardrobe, 
interesting friends, several handsome suitors and 
some form of stardom will shortly follow. While by 
day Anna feigns efficient adulthood, by night she 
sinks deeper into an increasingly heated world of 
discovery.

Love in Idleness
Mendelson, Charlotte

Picador  •  P/B  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$24.999780330482981


